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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear editor,

We would like to thank you for your thorough review of our manuscript, and for the opportunity to submit a revised and improved version. Below, we have provided a point-by-point response to your comments below.

Line 22: ‘...and clinical features associated with it.' or similar.

->We followed your thoughtful advice and revised it “...and identify patient factors and clinical features associated with it.”

Line 56: ‘...if the CSF cell count is normal with well controlled symptoms.'

->We followed your thoughtful advice and revised it

Line 92: ‘...and CSF virological tests were obtained from electronic medical records.'

->We followed your thoughtful advice and revised it

All references to a p-value of 0.00 should probably read /I am sorry for this mistake. We revised it.

Table 1: the RBC and WBC counts need to be 2 and 5, not 2.0 and 5.0

->We followed your thoughtful advice and revised it

Conclusion: Would remove the quotation marks

->We followed your thoughtful advice and revised it

Line 177: ‘...diagnosis tends to be done quickly.'

->We followed your thoughtful advice and revised it

Line 187: ‘...because the apleocytosis group contained more...'

->We followed your thoughtful advice and revised it

Dear editor,

We would like to thank you for your thorough review of our manuscript, and for the opportunity to submit a revised and improved version. Below, we have provided a point-by-point response to your comments below.

Line 22: ‘...and clinical features associated with it.' or similar.

->We followed your thoughtful advice and revised it “...and identify patient factors and clinical features associated with it.”

Line 56: ‘...if the CSF cell count is normal with well controlled symptoms.'
We followed your thoughtful advice and revised it

Line 92: '...and CSF virological tests were obtained from electronic medical records.'
We followed your thoughtful advice and revised it

All references to a p-value of 0.00 should probably read /<0.01
I am sorry for this mistake. We revised it.

Table 1: the RBC and WBC counts need to be 2 and 5, not 2.0 and 5.0
We followed your thoughtful advice and revised it

Conclusion: Would remove the quotation marks
We followed your thoughtful advice and revised it

Line 177: '...diagnosis tends to be done quickly.'
We followed your thoughtful advice and revised it

Line 187: '...because the apleocytosis group contained more...' We followed your thoughtful advice and revised it